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Invasive blood pressure recording comparing nursing charts
with an electronic monitor: a technical report
Benjamin T Wong, Neil J Glassford, Victoria Bion,
Syn Y Chai and Rinaldo Bellomo
Blood pressure management in the early phase of septic
shock has been reported to influence renal outcomes.1 In an
observational cohort study, Panwar and colleagues investigated the relationship between the time-weighted average
of the mean perfusion pressure deficit and subsequent
acute kidney injury in patients with septic shock.1 Hourly
data on mean arterial pressure (MAP) and central venous
pressure (CVP) were obtained from nursing charts over a
72-hour period or until cessation of vasopressor support,
whichever occurred earlier. A previous observational study
has suggested that nursing recording of oxygen saturation
may be subject to ascertainment bias. This may also be true
for MAP measurement,2 but the accuracy of such chartderived values remains untested.
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Bedside nurses record observations, including blood pressure, hourly. These observations may or may not accurately
reflect the average of fluctuations in blood pressure that
occur within the hour.2
We hypothesised that there would be a significant difference in nursing chart blood pressure values compared with
average blood pressure values obtained from the bedside
monitor over the corresponding period. Based on previous
literature, a difference of ⭓ 5 mmHg was deemed to be
clinically significant.4,5

Methods
Our study was approved by the Austin Health Office for
Research as an audit activity (LNR/13/Austin/234). The need
for informed consent was waived.
We studied 20 patients with shock requiring vasopressor
support and with intra-arterial blood pressure monitoring in
a tertiary ICU. Hourly MAP values were obtained from the
nursing charts over a 12-hour period. The MAP was
calculated from systolic and diastolic values recorded on the
chart. Blood pressure data taken every 10 minutes (systolic
pressure, diastolic pressure and MAP) were downloaded
from patient monitors (IntelliVue MP70, Phillips Medizin
Systeme) over the corresponding period (72 measurements

ABSTRACT
Background: Blood pressure management (assessed using
nursing charts) in the early phase of septic shock may have
an effect on renal outcomes. Assessment of mean arterial
pressure (MAP) values as recorded on nursing charts may be
inaccurate.
Aim: To determine the difference between hourly blood
pressure values as recorded on the nursing charts and
hourly average blood pressure values over the
corresponding period obtained electronically from the
bedside monitor.
Methods: We studied 20 patients with shock requiring
vasopressor support and invasive blood pressure
monitoring. Hourly blood pressure measurements were
recorded on the nursing charts over a 12-hour period. Blood
pressure values recorded every 10 minutes were
downloaded from electronic patient monitors over the
corresponding period. The hourly average of the 10-minute
blood pressure values was compared with the
measurements recorded on the nursing charts.
Results: We assessed 240 chart readings and 1440
electronic recordings. Average chart MAP was 72.54 mmHg
and average electronic monitor MAP was 71.54 mmHg.
MAP data from the two sources showed a strong
correlation (ρ = 0.71, P < 0.005). Bland–Altman assessment
revealed acceptable agreement, with a mean bias of
1 mmHg and 95% limits of agreement of –11.76 mmHg
and 13.76 mmHg. Using average data over 6 hours, 95%
limits of agreement narrowed to –6.79 mmHg and
8.79 mmHg.
Conclusion: With multiple measurements over time, mean
blood pressure as recorded on nursing charts reasonably
approximates mean blood pressure recorded on the
monitor.
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over a 12-hour period). The hourly mean was obtained for
these measurements and compared with the hourly measurements recorded on the nursing charts, using the Spearman rank-order correlation and the Bland–Altman method
for comparison analysis.6,7
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Figure 1. Mean arterial pressure (MAP) recorded on
nursing chart and on electronic monitor (mmHg),
line of best fit shown

Figure 2. Mean arterial pressure (MAP) difference v
average, between nursing chart and monitor

Figure 3. Mean arterial pressure (MAP) difference v
average, between nursing chart and monitor over
6 hours

monitor values, and 91% of chart values were within
10 mmHg of monitor values. When 6-hourly average values
for chart and monitor were plotted (Figure 3) the mean bias
remained at 1 mmHg (SEM, 0.629 mmHg), with an SD of
3.97 mmHg and 95% limits of agreement of –6.79 mmHg
and 8.79 mmHg. When the 240 hourly monitor values (not
the hourly mean) were compared with chart values, the
mean bias was 1.08 mmHg (SEM, 0.44 mmHg), with
an SD of 6.80 mmHg and 95% limits of agreement of
–12.25 mmHg and 14.41 mmHg.

Discussion

Results
The overall mean for chart measurements was
72.54 mmHg (SD, 7.95 mmHg) and for monitor measurements was 71.54 mmHg (SD, 8.78 mmHg), respectively.
The median for chart measurements was 71.33 mmHg
(interquartile range [IQR], 65.37–6.46 mmHg) and for
monitor measurements was 69.83 mmHg (IQR, 66.75–
76.67 mmHg). The Spearman product–moment correlation showed a strong correlation between chart and
monitor (ρ= 0.71, P < 0.005) (Figure 1).
Agreement was examined by Bland–Altman analysis (Figure 2). The mean bias was 1 mmHg (standard error of the
mean [SEM], 0.42 mmHg), SD was 6.51 mmHg and 95%
limits of agreement were –11.76 mmHg and 13.76 mmHg.
Sixty-five percent of chart values were within 5 mmHg of
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To our knowledge, this is the first study to test the validity
of chart-based haemodynamic observations by comparing
them with electronically acquired values. We found a
strong positive correlation between chart values and
monitor values; only a 1 mmHg difference in overall
means, a bias of only 1 mmHg, and relatively narrow 95%
limits of agreement. Sixty-five percent of values fell within
the predetermined, clinically acceptable margin of difference of 5 mmHg. These findings show that, on average,
nursing charts reasonably reflect the overall blood pressure values recorded on the monitor over a given 1-hour
period.
In studies investigating the effect of MAP on a given
outcome measure, MAP is measured and recorded on a
frequent basis over a significant period of time, with the
average or time-weighted average of blood pressure
often used in data analysis.1,8-12 The Bland–Altman plot
shows acceptable agreement between the two methods,
with a clinically insignificant positive bias (1 mmHg)
toward nursing chart MAP data. The 95% limits of
agreement appear of limited consequence, given the
reduction in dispersion with repeated sampling over time
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and the use of average MAP control over periods greater
than 1 hour. This is shown by the narrowing of the limits
of agreement when 6-hourly average values were used
instead of hourly values. The use of nursing chart blood
pressure in data collection can therefore be justified for
research purposes, as it is logistically more straightforward to obtain than continuous electronic monitor
records.
This was a single-centre study with a limited population. The results may have limited generalisability, but our
hospital has all the typical features of an academic ICU in
a developed country, suggesting a degree of external
validity. We did not account for nursing experience or for
the potential effects of diurnal variation. However, the
use of > 200 nursing chart observations and > 1400
electronic data points suggest that our findings have a
reasonable degree of robustness.

Conclusion
With multiple measurements over time, mean blood pressure as recorded on nursing charts reasonably approximates
mean blood pressure as recorded by the electronic monitor.
These observations support the validity of using nursing
charts in studies investigating the effect of blood pressure
management on various outcome measures.
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